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In this paper we investigate some properties of the class of L languages with inter- 
actions. It is found to be not closed under most of the usually considered operations 
on languages. The relation of the class with respect to the Chomsky hierarchy is also 
established. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Developmental systems and languages were introduced in [6] as mathematical 
models for the description of the development of filamentous organisms. In the past 
few years, the theory of developmental (or L) systems and languages has become a 
new branch of formal language theory with an already fairly developed literature. 
For a survey and a comprehensive treatment, he reader is referred to [4]. 
The developmental systems that have so far been studied all have the following 
components. 
(i) A finite set of symbols, L', the alphabet. 
(ii) A starting string, B, the axiom. 
(iii) A finite set of productions which tell us by which string in 27* a symbol may 
be replaced. In every step of a derivation all symbols in the string must be simultta- 
neously replaced according to the production rules. 
* The research reported here was done while this author was visiting SUNY at Buffalo. 
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L systems and languages were found very interesting from the point of view of 
formal language theory. They provided us with an alternative to the now standard 
Chomsky framework for defining languages (see, e.g., [1] or [5]). As a result of this 
different approach, the families of languages defined by developmental systems are 
rather different from the more traditional families that have been studied. For example, 
many of these families cut right across the Chomsky hierarchy; they contain some 
languages which are not context-flee, while they miss some regular languages [10]. 
Another interesting property is that they are very resistant o closure operations; 
very few of the families that have been studied so far are AFL's and some of them are 
not closed under any of the most commonly used closure operations [3, 10]. The 
novelty of this approach is also reflected by the fact that most standard techniques of 
formal anguage theory were found inapplicable to L languages and a set of new tech- 
niques had to be devised. 
In this paper we address our attention to L systems where the set of productions 
applicable to a certain symbol may be dependent on the context of the symbol and 
where the language of a system is defined to be the set of all strings which can be 
derived from the axiom B. Such systems were the subject of investigation of [8] and [9]. 
This paper continues the research started in those papers and is concerned with the 
formal properties of these systems. Thus the present paper and the two mentioned 
above may be considered as a continuation of the investigation of the role which 
context plays in the definition of languages. 
This paper consists of four sections. 
We give all necessary definitions in Section II. In particular, the subject of investiga- 
tion of this paper, the class of L systems and languages with interactions (or 1L systems 
and languages for short), are defined there. 
Section I I I  discusses closure properties of the family of 1L languages. We prove 
that it is not closed with respect o almost all traditional closure operations. 
The final section compares the generative power of 1L systems with that of grammars 
in the Chomsky hierarchy. Although each regular language can be generated by a 1L 
system, the families of context-free languages (context-sensitive languages, recursively 
enumerable anguages) and 1L languages are incomparable but not disjoint. 
II. PRELIMINARIES, DEFINITIONS, AND EXAMPLES 
In this paper, we shall use basic notions from formal language theory (see, e.g., [5], 
whose terminology we shall also use) without defining them here. The following are 
some of the notations we shall use. 
(1) Ndenotes the set of natural numbers; N - -  {0) = N +. 
(2) I f  27 is an alphabet, hen 27* denotes the set of all words (including the empty 
word A) over 27, and 27+ = 27* --  (A}. 
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(3) I f  k e N, then I k denotes the set of all words (over 27) of length h. 
(4) I f  x is a word, then x ~ = A and x k = xx k-1 for k ~ 1. 
(5) I f  x is a word and k ~< [ x [ (where [ x 1 denotes the length of x), then Prefk(x) 
denotes the first k letters of x and Sufk(x) denotes the last k letters of x. 
(6) I f  A and B are sets, then A C B denotes the strict inclusion of A in B, and 
ACBdenotesA  =BorACB.  
(7) I f  L 1 and L 2 are languages, then L 1 W L z denotes their union, L 1 n L 2 their 
intersection, and L1L ~ their product. *shall denote the star operator (e.g., LI* ) and + 
shall denote the cross operator (e.g., L~+). I f  ~ is a homomorphism, then 6-1 is its 
inverse. 
(8) I f  x is a word, then x denotes its reverse (the mirror image of x) and i fL is a 
language, then its reverse is L = {x [ x eL}. 
(9) If L is a language (over an alphabet 27) and c ~ 27 then (L{c})* and (L{c}) + 
are called the marked star and the marked cross of L, respectively (see [2]). 
Now we shall proceed to definitions. We assume that 0 is a fixed infinite set of sym- 
bols, and whenever we choose some alphabet, it is a finite subset of 0. 
DEFINITION 1. 
construct 
where 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Let k, l e N. A (k, l) L system (or (k, l) system for short) is a 
G = { l ,  P, co, g), 
2: is a finite nonempty subset of 0 (the alphabet of G); 
is an element of l + (the axiom of G); 
g is an element of 0, but g ~ l (the marker of G); 
P is a finite nonempty relation, 
P C U {g'} l'~ X I X lm{g "} X l *  
i,Lra,n>O 
i+j=k,m+n=~ 
and for every 
<W 1, a, g03>e U {gi} 27j X 2' X lm{g,}, 
id,m,n~O 
i+j=k,m+n=E 
there exists a w 4 in I *  such that (w 1 , a, w3, w4) E P. P is called the set of productions 
of G. I f  (wl ,  a, w3, w4) e G, then it is called a production of G. 
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Notation. A production (W 1 , a, wz, w4) of G is usually written as 
(wl ,  a, w3) --~ w 4 . 
Also the statement " (Wl ,  a, ws,  w4) is a production of G"  is often abbreviated as 
" (w l ,  a, w3> -~v w4 ." 
DEFINITION 2. I f  G = (27, P, ~o, g )  is a (h, l) system, x = a 1 "-" am e 27+ (for some 
m ~ 1, al ,..., am e 27) and y e 27", then we say that x directly derives y in G (denoted 
as x ~o Y) if 
(gk, al ' Prefz(a~ ... amgZ)> ___e__ + al ' 
(Sufk(gkal), a2, Prefz(a3 "'" amg*)) ~ as, 
(Sufk(gkal "'" am-l), am, gt) __~___~ am, 
for some o~ 1 , 0~ 2 , . . . ,  ~m ff X:~ such that y = c~ x ' "  am 9 Thus  =>o is a binary relation 
included in X+ • I * .  As usual, =~o + is defined as the transitive closure of =>o, 
and *~o as the transitive reflexive closure of ~o .  I f  x ~oY,  then we say that x 
derivesy in G. We shall write x =>y, x ~+y and x ~y  instead of x =>oY, x :~o+y 
and x ~o Y whenever the omission of G does not lead to confusion. 
DEFINITION 3. An L system with interactions (an 1L system for short) is a (k, l) 
system for some k, l E N.  
DEFINITION 4. A (k, l )  system G = (27, P, w, g),  for some k, l e N,  is called 
(i) a OL system i f  k = l = 0. In this ease we write G = (X, P, w) instead of 
G = ( I ,  P, oJ, g). Also, productions of G are written as a --~ a instead of 
(A, a ,A) -~ a. 
(ii) propagating i f  (w l ,  a, w3) --~v w 4 implies that w 4 ~ A. 
(iii) nonpropagating if it is not propagating. 
DEFINITION 5. Let  G = ( I ,  P, w, g) be an IL system. The  language of G, denoted 
as L(G), is defined as 
L(G) = {x ~ Z* I 0, *~ x}. 
We also say that G generates L(G). 
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DEFINITION 6. Let k, l ~ N. A language L is called a (propagating) (k, l )  (IL, OL) 
language if there exists a (propagating) (k, l)(IL, OL) system G such that L(G) = L. 
Notation. (i) Let k, l ~ N. .~((k, l)), ~Lf(IL) and ~f(0L) denote, respectively, the 
families of (k, l), IL, and 0L languages. 
(ii) REG, CF, CS, REN denote, respectively, the families of regular languages, 
context-free languages, context-sensitive languages, and recursively enumerable 
languages. 
Remark. By definition, both q~ and {A} are not IL  languages. However, rather than 
listing them as special cases in the statements and proofs of some theorems, we assume 
in the rest of this paper that if ~~ 1 and ~ are two families of languages then ~ = 
(.L~ol C 4 ,  ~ C Xe2) means that ~ u {~, {A}} = Xa z k3 {~b, {A}} ] (d  1 u {~h, {A}} C 
u {~, {A}}, ~e~ u {~, {A)) C ~ u {4, {A}}) in the sense of set theory. 
DEFINITION 7. Let G = (2, P, ~o, g) be an IL system. G is called quasireduced if
for every g in 27 there exists w in L(G) such that w = wlcrw 2 for some w 1 , w z ~ Z'*. 
In other words, G is quasireduced if every letter from 27 appears in some word in 
L(G). In this paper we consider quasireduced systems only, and so whenever we deal 
with a (k, l) system G (for some k, l in N) we understand that G is quasireduced. 
Obviously, as far as the generation of languages i concerned, we can do this without 
loss of generality. 
We end this section with an obvious hut useful result and some examples of IL 
languages. The proof of Lemma 1 is very easy and is hence omitted. However, the 
lemma is so useful that it is often used in the sequel without being explicitly men- 
tioned. 
L~r~A 1. Let hi, 11, k2 , l~ ~ N be such that k 1 ~ h2 , l 1 <~ I S . Then 
~f((kl, ll) ) C ~((k2 , 12)). 
EXAMPLE 1. {bZab 2} t3 {ba+iaZ'b 3+i [ i ~ 0} is a propagating (3, 3) language 
generated by the propagating (3, 3) system ({a, b}, P, b2ab 2, g), where P consists of 
the following productions. 
(x, y)  
then 
~) {gi}{a, b} j • {a, b}m{gn}, 
id,m,n)O 
iWj=m+n=~ 
la (x ,a ,y )~ aZ if x=gb ~andy=b2g,  
otherwise, 
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and 
l~ 2 if x=g~~ 3, 
(x, b, y )  --,- otherwise. 
EXAMPLE 2. {abZ"a ~" ] n >~ 1} t3 {bZ"a 2" I n >/0} is a propagating (1, 0) language 
generated by the propagating ( l ,  0) system ({a, b}, {(a, a, A) --~ a s, (b, a, A) ~ a S, 
(g, a, A )  ~ a, (a, b, A )  --* b 2, (b, b, A )  --~ b 2, (g, b, A )  --~ b 2, (g, b, A )  --.- abe}, ba, g).  
One can easily prove that this language cannot be generated by a 0L system. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
{e} L) {a2"cb n [ n >/ 1} u {a"db 2n [ n >/ 1} U {a~nb n ] n ~ 1} u {a"b 2n I n >/ 1} 
is a propagating OL language generated by the propagating OL system ({a, b, c, d, e}, 
{a --+ a, b --~ b, c --~ a2cb, c --~ aZb, d --~ adb 2, d --~ ab 2, e --+ a~b, e ~ ab 2, e -+ a2cb, 
e --~ adb~}, e). 
The actual constructions of the OL systems generating the following languages are 
quite easy and hence left to the reader. The languages are listed here because they will 
be referred to in the proof of Theorem 1. 
EXAMPLE 4. (i) For any 
r, s ~ 1, { at" I n >/0),  {(at"b) s I n >/O} and {(at"b) sat" l n >1 0} 
are propagating 0L languages. 
(ii) For any finite nonempty alphabet Z', s is a propagating 0L language and 27* 
is a 0L language. 
I I I .  CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF THE FAMILY ,~(IL) 
In this section we shall investigate closure properties of the family ~([L )  with 
respect o some familiar operations in formal language theory (see, e.g., [2]). Before 
doing so, we shall prove that some languages are not members of the family ~q~(IL). 
They will be useful in investigating closure properties of ~( IL ) .  
LEMMA 2. Let L 1 = {a 2" [ n >~ 0} U {a 3" ] n >~ 0}. L1 is not in ~( IL ) .  
Proof. Let us assume that L 1 ~ s Thus there exist k, l in N, and a (k, l) 
system G = ({a}, P, w, g) such that L(G) -~ L1 9 Let m = k + L Now through a 
sequence of arguments we shall show that the assumption that L(G) = L 1 leads to a 
contradiction. 
(i) There exists s > 1 such that (a ~, a, a z) ---~v a*. 
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Proof of (i). Let  us assume the opposite, i.e., if <a z, a, at> --+e aS; then s E {0, 1). 
I f  for all such s, s = 0, then L(G) is finite; a contradiction. Thus  <a n, a, at> --+e a. 
Let  t be a sufficiently large number  and a t EL(G). Then for some c in N,  we have 
at =:" ~ at-m+e => c at-ra+e-m+e = at-~tra-e)"  Thus  for all sufficiently large t, both a t and 
a t-zon-e) belong to L(G). Since t and t - -  2(m - -  c) have the same parity and 2(m - -  c) 
is a constant, it follows from the form of words in L x that L(G) =/: L x . Thus  (i) must  
hold. 
(ii) 
(ii.1) 
(ii.2) 
For  all i E {0,..., k), if (g~a ~-~, a, a z) --+e au and 
(g~a k-i, a, a z) ~ a ~', 
then u = v. 
For  all j E {0,..., 1}, if (a k, a, a'-Jg ~) "-~e aw and 
(a n, a, a~-Jg j)  ~ a x, 
then w ---- x. 
Proof of (ii). The  idea of the proof  is the same as that of (i). A parity argument  is 
involved as well as the fact that distances between successive lements of {2 ~ I n >~ 0} 
and also of {3 ~ 1 n >~ 0} increase without bounds. The  details are left to the reader. 
(iii) Le t fand  c be elements of N defined as follows. 
(iii.1) f i s  the number  such that (a n, a, a z) - "e  at. 
(iii.2) c is the number  such that a = ~c  ae. 
Note that by (ii), both f and c are unique. 
(iv) I f  my-  c is even, then L(G)  :# L t . 
Proof of (iv). Assume that mf -- c is even. Then  for every x sufficiently large 
a z~ ~ a y'2z-(ra'r = a2", 
G 
for somep.  As (a s" ] n >~ 0} is infinite, there existsy such that a z~ =~ a l"a'-c'~t-c) = a n* 
for some q. Thus  f .  3 v - -  (mr - -  c) = 3~ and so f is an odd number.  But then from 
a 2z ~:> a I'2e-(m/-e) -~a2~,  a ~+t  => a 2"f'~-(mf-c) =a2r ,  
G G 
for some p, r in N,  we get 
f "  2" = 2" - -  2 ~ = 2~(2 ~-~ - -  1). 
S7I / I I / I - IO  
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Sincef i s  odd, this implies that x = p and so if a z~ =~o a2~, then x = p. Thus only a 
finite subset of (a2"i n ~> 0} is in L(G). This proves (iv). 
(v) I f  mf -- c is odd, then L(G) va L 1 . 
Proof of (v). By a similar argument as in (iv), we have that there exists y such that 
aZ~ ~o a2* for some q and for all such q's, q -~ I. Thus only a finite subset of 
{a~"l n >~ 0) 
is in L(G). '['his proves (v). 
(vi) L(G) v~ L I. 
Proof of (vi). Immediate. 
Thus L I r .~e(IL) and Lemma 2 holds. 
Lwxr,x,ra 3. Let L z = {a2"b" [ n >/ 1} w {a"b 2" ] n >/ I}. L2 is not in .L~'(IL). 
Proof. Let us assume that L 2 ~ ~(1L). Thus there exist k, l in N, and a (k, l) 
system G := ({a, b), P, w,g) such that L(G)= L2. Now through a sequence of 
arguments we shall prove that the above assumption leads to a contradiction. Let 
m=k+l .  
The obvious proof of the following fact (i) is left to the reader. 
(i) 
(iA) For every a such that (x, a, a t) --+v c~, for some 
x in {gk, g~-la,..., gak-a, a~,}, e~ E {a}*. 
(i.2) For every t3 such that (b ~, b, x) --+v fl, for some x in 
{f  , bf-1,..., bZ-~g, bt}, f le {b}*. 
It is easy to see that without loss of generality we may assume the following (ii). 
(ii) For p ~ {0,..., l} and q ~ {0,..., k}, if 
(a z~, a, aZ-'Pb ~) ---e-" o~ and (aZ~-qb , , bl) ~ 3, 
then ~ ~{a}* and fl ~ {b}*. 
(iii) 
(iii.1) For all p ~ {0,..., k}, if (gfa ~'-', a, a t) --"ear and (gVa~-,, a, a t) --*v at', 
then r := r'; and if (aVb ~'-~, b, b z) --~1, b* and (aVb k-~, b, b z) --+v bs', 
then s = s'. 
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(iii.2) For all q ~ {0,..., 1}, if (a ~, a, at-ab q> "-+1, ar and <a k, a, aZ-qb q> --+e a", 
then r : r ' ;  and if <b ~, b, bl-qg~> --+e bs and (b ~, b, b~-~g ~> --+~ b s', then 
$=$~.  
Proof of (iii). The proof of (iii) is easy and left to the reader (who may wish to 
consult (i) in the proof of Lemma 2 for an idea of how the present proof can be carried 
out). 
(iv) Let f and g be the unique numbers such that (a k, a, a ~) --+e al and <b ~, b, 
b~> --*e bo, then f 4= 0 and g @- 0. 
Proof of (iv). This follows from (iii) and the fact that L 2 is infinite. 
(v) LetL2.x == (a2nb" i n >/ 1} andL2.~ = (a'~b 2n ~ n >/ 1}. There exists t in N + 
such that for every n > t, 
(v.1) if atb 2t =r a and anb a" ~c  Y, then either x, y eL2.1 or x, y CL2.a ; and 
(v.2) if aZtb t ~ x and a2'~b ~~ y, then either x, y eLz. x or x, y c-L2. z . 
Proof of (v). Let c, d be numbers such that a'~b 9'~ ~ acb ~ and a~mb "~ ~a aVba 
for some u, v in N +. By (iii), c and d are unique. Then for every n > m, 
anb zn :~ a(n-m)t+cb(2n- ,mufa  
G 
an+lbZ(n__l) ~ aC,~_,mI+c~1bt2,~_.,)o+e~2g "". (1) 
G 
a2nb . ~ a~2.-,~)S-ebC .....~g~a,t 
,,z(n+a~bn+l ~ aCZn_m)~+e~Z/bl,~_m~o~a.o  "". (2) 
Let us consider the following cases, exhausting all possibilities. 
(1) For some u in N +, (n -- m) f+ c --= u and (2n - -  m)g + d ---- 2u. In this 
case, i f f  < (n -- m) f  + c, or, equivalently, n > M := ( f{m + 1} - -  c)/f, then from 
(1) we have that for every s in N% (2n - -  m)g -- d %- 2gs =-- 2((n - -  m)f+ c +fs).  
(2) For some u in N% (n -- re ) f+ c = 2u and (2n - -  m)g -j- d ---- u. 
(3) For some u in N +, (2n - -  m)f  -~- c = 2u and (n -- m)g ~ d = u. 
(4) For someuinN +, (2n-m) f+c- -uand(n -m)gq-d=2u.  
The corresponding bounds (M) for cases (2), (3) and (4) are, respectively, 
[ f (m + 2) - -  c]i2f, [g(m -{- 1) - -  d]/g, 
By putting 
~m,f(m + l ) - - c  f(m-F- 2 ) - -c  
t max 
f ' 2f 
and [g(m + 2) - -  dl/2g. 
g (m' - - l ) - -d  g (m-k2) - -d  I 
' 2g ' 9 g 
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(iv) follows from (iii). In the rest of the proof of Lemma 3, let t be the number defined 
above.  
(v~) 
(vi.l) atb 2~ ~r a~b ~ for some u in N +. 
(vi.2) aZtbt ~o a~b~ for some v in N +. 
Proof of (vi). (vi.1) Suppose atb 2~ ~o aZwb ~, for some w in N +. Let S = t + 1 
and T be the largest integer such that a"b ~" is generated (in G) by some word x such 
that , x I ~< 3S. (Note that S > t.) By (v) and the fact that both L2. t and L2. 2 are 
infinite, T must exist and T /> S. Let F be the smallest number such that F > T and 
agl~bF =>a aub2~ for some u > T Then from (vi) and (v) it follows that u = 
(2F --  m)f  ,- c and u + 1 = (2F --  m)f  + c + 2f; a contradiction. Thus (vi.l) 
holds. 
(vi.2) now follows from (vi.1), (v), and the fact that Lz. t is an infinite language. 
(vii) For every n ~ t, 
(vii.l) a'~b~" ~a a"b2" for some u in N +. 
(viii.2) a2"b" ~o a~'~b~ for some v in N+. 
Proof of (vii). Immediate. 
(viii) f=g  = landc  =d=m.  
Proof of (viii). Let S, T, and F be defined as in the proof of (vi). Since for some 
u > T, aVb 2~ =~c a=b~" and aF+lb ~r+l~ =>~ a~+lb2r This implies that f =- I. A 
similar proof shows that g= 1. From F - -m-4-c=: :u  and 2F - -m+d:=2u,  
we get2c - -d  -m.  Similarly, 2d - -c  =mandsoc  =d=m.  
(ix) L(G) # L2. 
Proof of(ix). It follows from (viii) thatL(G) is finite and so (ix) holds. 
Thus [., ~ .L~'(IL), and ]'.emma 3 is proved. 
LEMMA 4. Let 
L 3 :=  (a,.b2"~a2"l+,~b2",ae"2+,~ ... b2%-ta~-~+,~lb2,,aZ,~, 
p >1 1, nl,...,n~ ~ O, zo,... ,z~xE{O, 1}, zi ~< ni+a for i~{0 ..... p - -  1}). Lz is not 
in .~q'( IL ). 
Proof. Let us assume that L3 ~ ~'(IL). Thus there exist k, l in N, and a <k, l> 
system G = ({a, b}, t', o~,g> such that L(G)= L z. Now through a sequence of 
arguments we shall prove that the above assumption leads to a contradiction. Let 
m = k q- l. For x in Lz, let M(x) be the maximum number of consecutive a's in x. 
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If we let A = {M(x) ] x e L3}, then it is obvious that 
A ={2"  in >~ 0}U{2" q 1 [n >~0}. 
(i) There exists an f  > 1 such that (a k, a, a z) -+,, aL 
The easy proof of (i) is left to the reader. 
(ii) I f  (a  x:, a, a ' )  -+p a I for some f in  N, thenf  = 1. 
Proof of (ii). Let r > m and f be such that f > 1 and (a ~, a, a t) --+v al. For any 
s ~ 1 and r sufficiently larger than s, if 
b2"a2rb2Sa2S =>G x, b2"a 2"!lbva 2s ~ y 
are direct derivations uch that the production (a  ~, a, a t) + a s is applied wherever 
possible, then M(y)  --  M(x)  -- f. But the above holds for infinitely many values of r 
and so from the form of A it follows that f  = 1. t lence (ii) holds. 
Lemma 4 follows now from the fact that (ii) contradicts (ii). 
LEMMA 5. Let L 4 = {aZ"ba2"baa=ba a~ ] n, m >/0}. L 4 is not in .Z'(IL). 
Proof. Let us assume that L 4 ~ ..W(1L). Thus there exist k, l in N, and a (k, l )  
system G = ({a, b}, P, ~o, g)  such that L(G) = L 4 . Now through a sequence of argu- 
ments we shall show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. Let m = k + L 
First we note the obvious fact that 
(i) if (a ~, a, a z) -+v ~, then a e {a}*. 
(ii) Let c I , c a , ca be numbers such that amba z ~c  ae*b, a~ba'~baZ ~6 %bae'b%, 
and akba m ~ [3ba ~'~. Then c x = c z ---- ca. 
Proof of (ii). Let f be a number such that (a ~, a, a t) --+e at. Then for sufficiently 
large p and q, 
a2~ba~ba~baZq => a2"baZ'ba3Sba 3", 
G 
for some, r, s satisfying 
and 
(2 ~-m) f+c  1 =(2  ~-m) f+c  2=2" 
(3 ~-  m) f + c2 ----- (3 q -  m) f -+- c a = 3". 
Hence q = ca = ca. In the sequel c will denote the common value of q ,  ca, and ca. 
(iii) I f  (a  k, a, a t) -+e al and (a  k, a, a t) --+,, a~, then f = g. 
(iv) I f  (%,  b, ~)  --+e/31 and (%,  b, ~2) --+e/32, then/3a =/3~.. 
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The proofs of (iii) and (iv) are left to the reader. 
(v) There exists a unique f > 1 such that (a k, a, a t) --+v aU. 
Proof of (v). This follows from (i), (iii), and the form of elements of Lt. 
(vi) f is an odd number. 
Proof of (vi). 
have 
Let the numbers p, q, r, s be related as in the proof of (ii). Then we 
(1) 
(2) 
By (1) and (3), 
Then 
2 . f .  2 ,  = 2,' + ( ,n f -  ~) - . . .  (3) 
f -  2 9 = 2"' - -  2" = 2"(2"'-" - -  1). 
Since f is odd, r == p. But this implies that infinitely many elements of L t are not in 
L(G) and so (vii) holds. 
ThusL  4 ~ .W(1L) and Lemma 5 holds. 
TItEOaEM 1. For each of the following operations, 
(i) union, 
(ii) intersection, 
(iii) product, 
(iv) the star operator, 
(v) the cross operator, 
(vi) intersection with a regular language, 
(vii) A-free homomorphism, 
(viii) inverse homomorphism, 
f . 2 ,  = 2, + (my-  c) . . . ,  
f -  3~ = 3' + (my-  c) .-.. 
(1) implies that (mf -  c) is even and then (2) implies that f i s  odd. So (vi) holds. 
(vii) L(G) :/= L a . 
Proof of (vii). Let the numbers p, q, r, s be related as in the proof of (ii). In addition, 
let r', s' be numbers uch that 
a2~+XbaZ,+Xbaaq+lba3q+x ~ a2,'ba2,'baa,'baa, ". 
G 
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there exists a propagating (1, O) language (propagating (0, 1) language), or propagating 
(1, O) languages (propagating (0, 1) languages) if the operation is binary, such that the 
application of the given operation to the given language (languages) produces a language 
which is not in s 
Proof. We shall prove this theorem for the case of (1, O) languages (language), 
leaving an almost identical proof of the (0, 1) case to the reader. 
(i) Union. Let L 5 ---: {a 2" ] n >/0)  and L 6 = {a a" ] n >/0).  Then L z = L 5 t3 Le, 
but L 1 is not in .~q~(1L) (see Lemma 2) while L 5 and L 6 are (see Example 4) propagating 
0L languages, hence also propagating (1 ,0 )  languages. 
(ii) Intersection. Let L 7 = {a, b} +, and L s =: {a} k3 {aZ~cb n ] n >~ 1} t.) 
{a '~ db z~ [ n >/ 1} t.) {aZ~b~ , n >/ 1} u {a~b ~ I n >~ 1}. Then L 2 =: L 7 nLs ,  but L2 
is not in .~q~(lL) (see Lemma 3), while L 7 and L s are (see Examples 3 and 4) propagating 
0L languages, hence also propagating (1,0> languages. 
(iii) Product. Let L 9 -- {aZ"baa"b [ n >~ 0} and La0 = {a~"ba a"] n >~ 0}. Then 
L4 = Lff-ao, but L 4 is not in c~(1L) (see Lemma 5), while L~ and Lt0 are (see Example 4) 
propagating 0L languages, hence also propagating <1, 0> languages. 
(iv) The star operator. Let Lll -- {abZ"a2" l n ~ 1}{b2"a2" i n >/0}. Then 
L~ = L 3 u {A}, but L 3 ~3 {A) is not in .~cp(1L) (which follows from Lemma 4 and its 
proof), while L n is (see Example 2) a propagating (1, 0> language. 
(v) The cross operator. L 3 ~-- L+l, but L 3 is not in .~a(IL)(see Lemma 4), while 
Lit is (see Example 2) a propagating <1, 0> language. 
(vi) Intersection with a regular language. See (ii). 
(vii) A-free homomorphism. Let~ be a homomorphism, ~:{a, b, c, d, e}* --+ {a, b}* 
such that r = a, ~(b) = b, r = a2b, ~(d) = ab 2, ~(e) = a~b. Then r = L~, 
but L 2 is not in .LP'(II~)(see Lemma 3), while L s is (see Example 3) a propagating 0L 
language, hence also a propagating ( l ,  0) language. 
(viii) Inverse homomorphism. Let~ be a homomorphism, $: (a}* ~ {a, b, c, d, s}* 
such that 6(a) == a. Let G be a propagating 0L system such that 
G : ({a, b, c, d,s), {s--~b, s-+c, b--+ b 3, b-+a,  c--+c ~, c--,. a, a -+d,  d--~d}, s). 
Then r  = L l , where L 1 is not in ~(1L)(see Lemma 2). 
COROLLARY ]. For every k, l in N, .Z'((k, l)) is not closed with respect o any of the 
operations listed in Theorem 1. 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 1 and [10, Theorem 2.1]. 
It  is an open question whether ..~r is closed with respect to the operation of 
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complementation. However, we conjecture that it is not closed and in particular that 
(a)* -- (a ~" ] n ~> 0} is not in .Z'(IL). 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
P, oof. 
.s is closed with respect o the operations of 
reversal, 
marked cross, 
marked star. 
Let L be in .Z'(1L), say L is generated by some (k, l) system 
G = (2 ,  P, ,,,, g) .  
Let G ----- (27, P, to, g) be an (l, k) system where for x', y '  ~ {g}*, x, y, z e 27*, ~ e 27 
(x'x, a, yy ' )  v " z 
if, and only if, (y 'y ,  a, xx')  - ,> z. We leave to the reader the easy proof of the fact 
thatL(G) = L(G). Thus .Z'(1L) is closed under reversal. 
(ii) 3Iarked cross. Let L be in .Z'(IL), say L is generated by some <k, l) system 
G = (27, P, to, g). Before giving the details of the construction of an L system G which 
would generate (L{c)) +, where c r 2~, we shall indicate briefly the method used. For 
everyp/> I, (oJc) ~ can be derived from r in G. Then by treating c in the same way as 
g is treated in G, (7 may develop each occurrence of w in (oJe) ~ separately. In addition, 
any occurrence of ~o in (coc) ~ can be "kept" as r for as long as needed. Thus G can 
generate xxcx~c "" x~c for everyp >/ 1 and x 1 ..... x~ eL(G).  
Now we shall give the detailed construction of G. Let 
G = (27 t3 {c}, P, oc, g) 
be an (m, m) system where 
1. m=max( J~o J+ l ,k+l , l+ l} .  
2. P is defined as follows. 
First let P1 be the set of productions in P with contexts "extended" to length m in the 
following way. 
2.1. I f (gx ,  c~,yy)--*vz for some e,y~{g}*,  x ,y ,z~27* ,aE27,  then 
(u, a, v) --+el z, where 
(a) if 2 == A, then u = ~,  where ff ~ 27m-k; 
(b) if ~ ~ A, then u = ggm-kx; 
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(c) if)~ = A, then v = y~, where ~E2~m-1; 
(d) if 37 4: A, then v ~- ygm-l ) .  
2.2. P1 consists only of productions obtainable by 2.1. Next we define P 
from P1 as follows. Let o, = ax "'" at for some t >~ 1 and aj e 27 for 
1 ~ j  ~ t. Let Z = {z ]o,--,-~ z}. P consists of the following productions. 
2.3. (g" ,  a l ,  az "'" atcy> --,-p z, and <xc, a x , a 2 "" adw> --,-p a for every 
z e Z U {co}, and every x e {g}~(27 U {c})~(where i, j >1/0 and i + j =: 
m- -  1) andy ,  we27U{g,c ) .  
2.4. <xxsal ' a2' as "'" atcyx> 7 A,  
(x~axa2 , a~ , at "'" atcy2> ~ A, 
(X t - l sa l  "'" at_l, at,  cyt-1) ~ A, 
for every s ~{g, c} and for every xx, x~ ..... xt--x ,Yx ,Ya ,.. . ,Yt-x of the 
appropriate length and form. 
2.5. Let <~x, o, yy> --+ex ~ for some x, y e {g}*, e e 27, x, y, z e 27* such that 
exoy.~ (~ {g}+ m{g}+. Then <~x, o, y~> --*/~ z, where 
al = ,lxSXS if ~ :/: A, 
otherwise, 
for every s e {g, c) and every &x of the appropriate l ngth and form, and 
= fs~ if 5v  ~A,  
a2 t 37 otherwise, 
for every s z {g, e} and every ~ of the appropriate length and form. 
2.6. <x, e, y> ---~pt e, and <x, e, g"> --*rx eo.,e for every x, y of the appropriate 
length and form. 
2.7. Nothing else is in/51, unless it is obtainable from 2.3 through 2.6. 
We leave to the reader the easy (but somewhat tedious) proof of the fact that L(G) --: 
(L(G){4) +. 
(iii) Marked star. The proof of the fact that .LP(IL) is closed under marked star 
follows almost immediately from the proof of (ii) and so we leave it to the reader. 
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IV. COMPARISON WITH TIIE CHOMSKY HIERARCHY 
In this section we compare the family .~(1L)  with the "classical" Chomsky hierarchy. 
THEOREM 3. REG C .~ ' ( I L ) .  
P roof .  Let L be a regular language (over an alphabet 27). We may assume that 
L ~A q~ and L 4: {A}. Let A == (S,  27, 3, q0, F~ be a deterministic finite automaton 
accepting L. If  the number of states in A is equal to 1, then L = 27t* for some %'1 C 27. 
In this case L G -~"(II.)(see Example 4). Thus we may assume that A has n states, for 
some n > 1. Let Z = {z 1 .... , z~), for somep ~ 1, be the set of all words inL  of length 
not greater than n. (It is an elementary fact from automata theory--see, e.g., [5, 
Theorem 3.1 l ] - - that  Z 4: 4~ and, according to our assumptions, at least one word in Z, 
say z : ,  is nonempty). Let z 1 = a 1 "" a t ,  where t >~ 1 and a~ G27 for 1 ~ j  ~ t. 
We shall construct an [L  system G such that L(G)  is the set of all words accepted by 
the finite automaton A. Intuitively, G simulates A in the following way. I f  x is a prefix 
(of length smaller than n) of some word y in L (y = x~ for some ~ in 27*) and (in A) x 
"leads" from state q0 to some state q, and word u leads in A from q to q with inter- 
mediate states different from q and different from each other, then G can "insert" u 
right behind x (so that y = xu~ will also be in L(G) ) .  G is defined so that z 1 is treated 
differently in order to generate all words from z. 
We shall now proceed to define G. Let G :-: (Z', P, oJ, q~ be an (n - -  1, n - -  1) 
system where 
(i) co = z : ,  and 
(ii) P consists of the following productions. 
(i i. l) 
(ii.2) 
(ii.3) 
(g , - l ,  a: ,  a 2 . "  a tg  " - t )  ---**, x for every x e Z t_) IV, where W is 
defined as follows. W = {b~ "-' br [ r ~> 2, bj e27 for 1 ~ j  ~ r, and 
bl "'" bsb,,+: "'" br = z l  for some s, v such that I ~< s < v ~< r, 8(q0, 
b x ... bs) ~- q, 8(q, b~. l )  = q l ,  3(q:, b,,+2) = q2 ... . .  8(q,-s-1, b~) = 
q,,-s = q, where each of the states qa ,..., qv -s - i  is different from q and 
different from each other}. 
(g '~-Za I , a2 ,  a a "'" a tg  " - t+: )  - -7~ A ,  
" '"  J* A .  (gn - ta l  a t -x ,  a t ,gn -1)  . v 
For every fG{ l  .... ,n - -1} ,  %, . . . ,a i _ l ,  a leX ,  ~, . . . ,8~_aG27t3{g} 
such that ~x "'" ~-1  G 27"{g}* and 
g,,-&~ ... cq_icrt~x ... 0,_1 r {g, - f}{z :}{g  ' g~, . . . ,  gn.- l ) ,  
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we have  (g" -1a i "'" 0"),_ 1 , 0"] ,  (~1 "'" (Tn-1) --*P 6 /x  fo r  every  
X E T(o '  1 " "  0"f-1 , 0"I ,  61 " "  ~n-1) ,  
where T(~ x "-' ~I-1 , ~f'CTx "'" 6~_1) = {bi "'" bs ] s >~ 1, b a ,..., bs e ~, 
3(q0, ~1 "'" 0"1) = q, 3(q, bx) = ql ..... ~(qs_~ , bs) = q~ = q where each 
of the states ql .... , q~-i is different from q and different from each other}. 
(ii.4) For  every 0"eX, xe{g} i2Y  (where i, j > /0  and i+ j  = n --  1) and 
y e Z'k{g}~(where k, l > /0  and k -t- l - -  n - -  1) such that xoy r  g2,..., 
gn- l}{zi}{g ' 2,..., g,,-i} we have (x, 0", y> -~.p 0". 
Now we shall indicate the proof that L(G) = L. 
(I) L(G) CL .  The fairly easy proof of this fact is left to the reader. 
( I I )  L C_ L(G). We shall prove it by induction on the length of words in L. 
(1) I f  x EL and [ x '  < n then from the fact that co = z 1 and from points 
( iLl) and (ii.2) of the definition of P it follows that x ~L(G).  
(2) Let  us assume that the result holds for all words in L of length smaller 
than some m, where m > n - -  l .  
(3) Let  l be the smallest integer such that for some x inL ,  [ x [ = l and l ~ m. 
Let  w~L,  w = b i "'" b~ for some b I .... , b~Z.  Let  ql .... , qn be the 
sequence of states such that $(q0, bl) = ql ,..., 3(q, ~, b,)  = q , .  Obvi -  
ously for somer ,  ssuchthat  1 ~< r < s ~< nwe haveqr  =q, ,  where 
q,+t ,..., q~-I are different from q, and different from each other. Hence 
also the word x = b i "" b,bs+ i "" bt is inL .  But [ x ! < m and so by the 
induction hypothesis x EL(G). I f  x = z l ,  then w ~L(G)  by points (i i . l)  
and (ii.2) of the definition of P. I f  x --#-- z i , then w EL(G) by points (ii.3) 
and (ii.4) of the definition of P. 
Thus  L CL(G)  and this together with (I) proves that L = L(G). Consequently L 
is in ~( IL )  and so Theorem 3 holds. 
THEOREM 4. 58(IL) and CF are incomparable but not disjoint. 
Proof. This  follows directly from the following facts. 
(i) Each finite language is both in ~( IL )  (proved in [8, Theorem 2] )and in 
CF  (obvious). 
(ii) {a2"[n ~ 0} is in .L~(IL) (see Example 4) but as it is not an ult imately 
periodic set it is not in CF  (see, e.g., [7]). 
(iii) {a2'~b '~ ] n >~ 1} u {a"b 2n [ n >~ 1} is obviously in CF;  however, as proved in 
/_,emma 3, it is not in C~(lL). Thus  Theorem 4 holds. 
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T~IEOa~M 5. The following diagram holds. 
o REN 
.oq'(1L) o / "~oCS \ ! 
c REG 
where a solid line denotes trict inclusion (in the direction indicated) and when two families 
of languages ~ and ~,~ are not connected by a direct path in this diagram it means they are 
incomparable but not disjoint. 
Proof. (i) That REG C CF C CS C REN is a well-known fact (see, e.g., [5]). 
(ii) That REG C .~(1L) follows from Theorem 3 and from the fact that, for 
example, {a 2~ I n ~> 1} is in Se(1L) (see Example 4) but as it is not an ultimately periodic 
set it is not in REG (see, e.g., [7]). 
(iii) That CF and .~(IL) are incomparable but not disjoint follows from 
Theorem 4. 
(iv) That c.~(IL) and CS are incomparable but not disjoint follows from Theorem 
4 and the fact that .Z'(IL) contains nonrecursive sets, which was proved in 
[8, Theorem 1]. 
(v) That ~(IL)  C REN follows from that (obvious) fact that each language in 
.W(IL) can be accepted by a Turing machine. The strict inclusion of .Sf'(1L) in REN 
follows from the fact that some context-free languages are not in .Z'(IL) (Theorem 4). 
Thus Theorem 5 holds. 
We may also recall that it was proved in [9, Corollary I] that for every k, l in N there 
exists a regular language L such that L 6 .Z'((k, l)), and for every u, v in N such that 
u + v > k + l, L is a propagating (u, v) language. 
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